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Methodist Pastor
MCA Speaker Sun.
At Little Theatre

The Maine Campus

Carnival Events
At 1:30 Saturday
WAA Field

Weekly by the Students of the University of Main*
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Z 265

Orono, Maine, February II, 1943

To Train Engineers 1-lere Have 'Thunder Rock'Leads
In War Dept. AST Program
Program Will Not Interfere With
Continuation Of The ROTC Course

Number 14

Enlisted Reserve Corps Men
Will Remain Inactive Until May
Students Who Withdrew This Term

Intramural To
Allowed To Return To University
After more than 50 students, expecting to be called into active
Be Semi-Formal service,
had withdrawn from college within the last few weeks, an

The announcement this week that the University of Maine had
been selected along with 281 other institutions in the United States
to participate in the Army Specialized Training Program, was accompanied by a statement from Brigadier General Edward W. Smith
that the "War Department has not the slightest intention of abolishing the Reserve Officers' Training Corps."

Perley Reynolds
Furnishes Music

announcement was received here Tuesday that college students in
the Enlisted Reserve Corps will not be called to active duty now,
but will be allowed to finish the current school year.

While winter sports enthusiasts and
• Students who registered for the secThe War Department will utilize sult since the Army equipment and
the athletic department were hoping
the ROTC system and its framework personnel at the particular institution
ond term and withdrew from school
for more snow this week in preparation
to the maximum consistent with the will be utilized.
because of the former ERC order have
for the annual winter carnival events
new program, Smith said. Brigadier "After the war, ROTC will be conbeen notified of the change by Presiinsure
the
conon
tinued
as
heretofore
to
for
Saturday,
additional plans were
General Smith is the executive
dent Arthur A. Hauck. They will be
being made for the Intramural Ball
tinued flow of junior officers into the
reserve and ROTC affairs.
allowed to return to the University,
to be held the following Friday.
"Although no further advanced Officers' Reserve Corps," the comMovies on the war effort will be
course ROTC contracts will be issued," munication stated.
Biggest decision to be made this offered to the student body every Hauck said this morning, if they so
It was again emphasized that all MASQUE VETERANS—Bill Brown, left, and Dayson DeCourcy, week in regard to the ball was the Friday at
the communication stated, "the basic
4:15 in 6 South Stevens desire. If they do not return, their
ROTC will continue without interrup- advanced course students here will be right, will have major roles in the Maine Masque Theatre's forth- matter of dress. It had first been under the sponsorship of the Wom- names will
be sent to headquarters, and
tion. Army equipment and personnel permitted to remain until the end of coming production of "Thunder Rock" March 8, 9, 10, and 11.
planned to have the dance a formal en's Student Government Associathey may expect call into active serwill be retained at the institution for the semester beginning after the first
one, as in the past; on second thought, tion, starting tomorrow, Feb. 12.
vice, it was stated.
this purpose and for the purpose of of January, 1943, and the second-year
however, the committee said that it
The war in China and Russia,
be
perstudents
will
course
advanced
carrying out the training program."
would be informal; but, the final deci52
HAD LEFT
new military operations, and mamitted to complete the college year
sion as it now stands is that the dance
CHOSEN BY COMMITTEE
chines will be pictured keeping the
Letters were sent to 52 students,
will be semi-formal. Men will wear
The choice of the colleges and tech- provided it ends prior to June 30, 1943.
student well informed.
Hauck stated. That number of men
suits, and women will wear long evennical schools to train men for the
The home front, including the had left college since the second semesing gowns.
armed forces was made by a committee
war efforts on the campuses, on the ter began on Jan. 25. That number
comprised of three representatives, one
The starting time of the ball has
• Among the many organizations on
farm, and in the factory, will be cannot be considered large, however,
each from the War Department, the
been set ahead to 8:00 p.m. instead of
campus seriously affected by the orfeatured in the movie tomorrow.
under the circumstances.
Navy Department, and the War Man9:00, but the closing hour stands at
ders received by Air Corps reservists
First notice of the reversal of the
power Commission. The 281 institu1:00 a.m. Saturday morning. Perley
this week to report a week from Saturfirst ERC order came through a news
tions chosen at this time are only a
Reynolds and his orchestra have been
day for active duty was the Maine
broadcast Tuesday, and was followed
part of the number to be selected
engaged for the dance, in line with the
Masque Theatre.
by a United Press report in Wedneseventually, a committee representative
move to discontinue name bands for
This dramatic organization has lost the
day morning papers. The University
has said.
duration.
its technical director, Lewis Chadwas officially notified by telephone
Other colleges will be approved from
The Intramural Ball Committee
wick, and one of the cast for Thunder
from Lieutenant Colonel Horton EdThe Rev. Elwin L. \ViIs 0, superintime to time and new projects will be
stressed this week that other aspects
Rock, John Shurtleff. Herschel BricFifteen new advanced ROTC mem- mands, chief of the Army Specialized
added to those which will be assigned itendent of the Portland district of the
of the affair, the decorations, fraterker, director, told a Campus reporter
Twenty-three
women
were
pledged
bers
have been announced by the Mili- Training Program of the First Serto the first 281.
nity
booths, etc., would remain unMaine Conference of the Methodist
today that the stage sets for the next
to
the
five
sororities
of
the
tary
University
department. Their names have vice Command, Tuesday noon. The
changed. And there will be dance
The Uuiversity of Maine was the Church, will be the guest speaker at
production are being erected in "no
decision meant that approximately 150
programs as usual. Price for the been forwarded to the First Service
only college in Maine to be chosen for the M.C.A. services Sunday in the Wednesday at 5:00 p.m., at which time flat."
University men would remain in coltickets has been set at $1.65, including Command Headquarters so that they
the training of engineers for the War Little Theatre at 11:00 a.m. The ser- time the sororities held their respecThe loss of Chadwick, a key man in the tax.
may be omitted from the orders to lege until May.
Department, but Colby College was vice will be in special observance of tive bow-pinning ceremonies. Three
The Official notice of the change
sororities, Chi Omega, Delta Delta many previous Masque shows, will
named to train Army Aviation Cadets. Race Relations Sunday.
Students are reminded that corsages report to active service
mean that a new technical director
reads as follows:
Delta,
and
Pi
Beta
Phi,
each
pledged
Richard
C.
Bloom,
John
W.
BrookafOther New England institutions
of defense stamps are very appropriThrough the cooperation of Chap- five women, while Alpha Omicron Pi must be found. But it is hoped that
The First Service Command anfected are Harvard, MIT, Northate. The parking lots on campus will ings, Gurdon S. Buck, Arnold J. Cothis work can be completed by the end
Fellows and Lieut. Rich- and Phi Mu each pledged four.
John
P.
lain
eastern, University of New Hampbe well patroled, and no cars will be hen, Donald E. Crossland, Richard A. nounced today (Feb. 8) that college
of Dow Field a group of
Most of the women pledged were of this week.
shire, Norwich, Vermont State, Rhode ard Peale
allowed. Pleasure driving has been Decatur, Robert H. Eddy, Charles L. students who were enrolled for the
singers will provide special freshmen, with eleven. Seven were
Chadwick has been ordered to re- prohibited, and
Glover, Sidney Goldman, Henry Hol- current semester by Jan. 27 will be
Island State, Yale, University of Con- Negro
social affairs such as
music. The group, which calls itself sophomores, four were juniors, and port with the rest of the air corps renecticut, St, Anselm's, Dartmouth,
the Intramural Ball do not necessitate land, John A. Hussey, George H. Lot- allowed to finish the school year bethe "Dow Field Four," includes Corp. one was a senior.
servists on Feb. 20, but he will leave the use of automobiles.
ker, Robert H. Page, Vaughn R. Stur- fore being inducted into the armed
Brown, Worcester Polytechnic.
Clarence Riley, Pfc. Haywood Bard- BIDDING HELD WEDNESDAY
for home Monday or Tuesday.
tevant, and Clement E. Vose.
forces.
NO DETAILS RELEASED
Voting
for
the
Queen
of
this
year's
living, Pvt. John Hunter, Pvt. Joe
Shurtleff, who had a prominent part Intramural Ball will take
The sorority lists were made out
There are no special details of
place
Friday
Huntley.
Monday night, the freshman and up- in Arsenic and Old Lace, was sched- afternoon, Feb. 19, the day of the
program here at the University of
The Rev. Mr. Wilson is a graduate perclass rushees signed their prefer- uled to play the part of Briggs, a cock- dance.
Maine available yet, but according to
The hours are from 8:00 a.m.
a statement from President Arthur A. of Bates and of Boston University ences on Tuesday afternoon, and the ney workman in the present play. He to 3:00 p.m., and the place is in front
Hauck, the regular college program School of Theology. Since 1927 he girls received their bids Wednesday likewise will be called to active duty. of the book store. Providing the
has preached in Maine, having had afternoon. The regulations of this His part has not yet been filled, Bric- weather is unsuitable, the voting
will not be affected.
will
It was stated, however, that "the pastorates in Scarboro, Westbrook, bidding period were the same as for- ker stated. And as yet no student has take place in the Administration buildthe
part
of
Biddeford.
been
selected
to
play
Portland,
and
South
merly. A rushee must have had an
By Martha Cilley
Song for Voice and Flute," was commilitary instruction of the students
ing.
posed by Mr. Luening. The other, by
under the Army Specialized Training One of his main activities is his work average grade of C for the preceding Chang, a Chinese assistant in the proOtto
Luening
and
his
wife,
Ethel
ion.
duct
McBride, called "Nonsense Syllables,"
Program will be upon the basis of in state youth projects. For several ranking period, and no sorority was
Codd Lucning, concert artists, gave an was most aptly named. Mr. Luening,
Branch Immaterial (subjects common years he was dean of the Western allowed to exceed the quota of fifteen 1
interesting and varied recital in the in introducing the piece, said that the
to all branches, including physical Maine Methodist Youth Institute, and girls from each class.
training, close order drill, sanitation, for two years he was director of Camp
The new pledges are as follows:
Little Theatre Monday night, the open- composer tried to use the jazz and
The M.C.A. has decided to sponsor ing of their two-and-one-half day pro- swing idiom in concert style. It seems
and first aid), although some Branch Character, an inter-denominational
Alpha Omicron Pi: Rena Ashman,
a chess tourney, Walter Brady, chair- gram at the University, Mrs. Luen- that he succeeded in doing just that.
Material training will necessarily re- youth camp at Cobbosseecontee Lake.
(Continued on Page Four)
man of the committee, said today.
ing, a coloratura soprano, has a BLENDED TONES
All players who wish to enter should charming voice, and Mr. Luening's
It was interesting to notice the releave their names with Brady or at skill at the flute is excellent.
tnarkable blending of the soprano
the M.C.A. office before Monday. The program, intended to be educa- voice and the flute. Sometimes it was
Feb. 15, at 5 p.m.
tional as well as entertaining, alter- almost impossible to tell the difference.
Games may be played wherever con- nated with compositions for voice and There was also a strange effect which
venient. There will be round robin flute with Mr. and Mrs. Luening ac- Mrs. Luening says is called resultant
pairings with the two highest meeting companying each other at the piano. tone. When the voice and flute strike
for the championship. Prizes will be The last two numbers were particu- two tones in a certain way, another
LETTER ORDERING AIR CORPS RESERVISTS TO SERVICE
Twenty-six students of the college of awarded to winner and runner-up. larly novel, executed by the voice and tone is produced, sounding like three
flute unaccompanied. One, "Morning voices.
arts and sciences are taking the honors Tourney rules will be posted.
HEADQUARTERS
About 50 Air Corps Reservists had courses for the spring semester, Prof.
The first group of songs was by
received their orders and more were Stanley R. Ashby said today.
Brahms and Schubert, the audience
Bangor Armed Forces Induction District
expected to receive them at the Unievidently favoring the latter. That
Students who have a high average
versity this week, as the Army Air
40 Columbia Street, Bangor
perhaps was because the Schubert
demonstrated exceptional
and
have
Corps was forced to draw on the desongs were so gay and fanciful, with
work.
February 8, 1943
ferred status list of men in order to fill ability are admitted to honors
lilting melodies and light accompaniits quota from the Bangor district. The highest distinctions conferred by
ment. As Ethel Luening sang "In
SUBJECT: Shipment of Men Qualified for Aviation Cadet
Many men had already withdrawn the college of arts and sciences, honONXW"—etc. That's code, isn't it? Spring" she seemed to invite the audiBy Bernard Marsh
from the University this morning and ors, high honors, and highest honors,
Training.
It didn't mean anything to us. Inci- ence to realize the joy of spring with
were on their way home to spend a are awarded at graduation if the stuDuring the past couple of weeks dentally, the man is trying battalion her. The other Schubert song, "The
dents
complete
the
program
satisfacshort vacation before reporting for
1. A shipment of Air Force Enlisted Reservists who are
there have been seen about campus headquarters (in front of Stevens) to Trout," was ripply and fast—evidently
torily.
duty on Feb. 20.
qualified for Aviation Cadet Training will be made from this
several industrious looking fellows tell them that dire disaster is threat- some fish tale.
In
the
honor
courses
there
are
no
The order, which is printed elseDistrict Headquarters on Saturday, February 20, 1943.
equipped with what at first appear to
Among compositions executed by
where on this page, called for the re- classes. The student is simply tutored, be cracker boxes with fishpoles at- ening. "Hey, Bud, don't look now,
Mr. 1.ucning was the "Sonata in E
2. This shipment will include a number from this Board
servists to report at the Bangor In- having great freedom to pursue his own tached. After a cursory examination, but there's a shavetail right behind
Flat Major" by Bach. In this the
who have been carried in a deferred status for the purpose of
duction Center at 9:00 a.m., Feb. 20, special interest and to develop self- we found, strangely enough, that the you." After a decent interval of spitting, battalion hqrs. acknowledges the flute and right hand of the piano were
completing college semester, term, or quarter. Under the prowhereon they will be shipped to Fort reliance. The freshmen and sophothings were not cracker boxes with information. "Thanks, Pal, but why constantly imitating and chasing each
vision of present regulations, any deferred student who has enDevens, Mass., and from there to At- mores read famous books in all fields.
fishpoles attached at all, but what is don't you watch out for yourself? Stop other. It is filled with graceful notes
The
juniors
usually
investigate
phases
tered into his current semester, term, or quarter since Decemlantic City, New Jersey.
known as the honorable walkie-talkie. clutterin' up the sidewalk and let the and clear trills, and in the last moveof
subjects
in
or
outside
of
their
indiber 31, 1942, is liable to this call.
NOT ALL CALLED
ment has long intricate runs which the
We took the trouble to follow one lady past."
vidual
major fields.
The order received by Captain Bert
3. Your name appears on the records of this office as
artist executed with case
Freshman honors students: Barbara of these busy little fellows around for USEFUL GADCETS
Johnson, commanding officer of the
being in a deferred status, and you are directed to notify the
Bangor district, called for 72 men for Allen, Janice Campbell, Shirley a spell to watch him work it. Gosh. This sort of .hing goes on for some DEMONSTRATES ABILITY
undersigned immediately as to the date you entered into your
The aria "Dennis le Your," from
the Army Air Corps. As there were Chaves, Jackson Crowell, Barbara ain't science wonderful? What won't time, military information being passed
present semester, term, or quarter and/or whether you are still
but 22 men on the active list at that Dickey, Roberta Dow, Edith Fairley, they think of next? I.et's describe a hack and forth on various subjects, "I.ouise" by Charpentier, gave Mrs.
attending school.
office (men who had applied for im- Shirley Hathaway, Mary Jane Hoyt. typical conversation over one of these such as what a beautiful blonde is Luening an excellent opportunity to
mediate service), it was necessary to Mary Marston, Jean Mathewson, Jan- gadgets. First the boy blows on his coming up the street, etc. Did you demonstrate her ability. From almost
4. In the event that you choose to ignore this notificaselect 50 men from the deferred list. ice Minott, Donald Peterson, Joanne mike to get it warm, then he wiggles know you can whistle over the radio? a whisper her voice would soar to a
tion, it will be assumed that you are not in college and are liable
his fishpole. After a little fiddling Telephone numbers, names, and as- great crescendo, filling the hall with
As the order applied, therefore, no Springer, and Olive Upton.
to immediate call.
University men whose service records
Sophomores: Samuel Collins, Jr., with the knobs and handles the little sociated strategic information, cannot, its power.
5. Men scheduled for shipment will report at this Disare not on file in the Bangor District Geraldine MacBurnie, and Thelma walkie-talkie begins to spit and burp of course, be broadcast because of the
Since the object of the concert was
trict Headquarters at 9:00 a.m. on Saturday, February 20, 1943, Office will be called immediately.
like any other radio. This leads one danger of enemy agents.
Peacock.
not primarily to appeal to all kinds of
prepared for shipment to Fort Devens, Mass., the same day and
Because there are somewhat over 70 Juniors: Elizabeth Brackett, Don- to think that it really is A radio.
These walkie-talkies could be very tastes, as concerts usually do, the
subsequent shipment to Atlantic City, New Jersey.
men at the University in the Army Air ald Page, Hughene Phillips, Vaughn After this preparation, the operator, useful in other ways, also. A fellow Luenings played only what they liked.
Corps Reserve, the entire number will Sturtevant.
who is snugly entrenched before the could take one to class during a prelim Two songs which they selected were
(Signed)
Bert Johnson
probably not be called at the present
Seniors: Betty Price, Paul Smith. bookstore, drones code into the micro- and have the roommate help him out. especially enjoyed by the audience,
Captain, Infantry, time. Those University of Maine men Tutorial Honors: Sibyl Stevens, phone in correct style. "W BPX Y If the instructor notices just tell him also. These were selections from Carl
Commanding.
(Confined on Page Four)
calling ONXW—WBPXY calling you're going fishing right after class.
Freda Flanders.
(Contiegued on rage Four)

War Effort Films
Start Tomorrow

Masque Loses Chadwick
And Shurtleff To Air Corps

Wilson To Be
MCA Speaker
Negro Quartet Will
Supply Music Sunday

Pledgees
For Sororities

23

Fifteen Named To
Advanced Military

Freshmen Lead With
Eleven, Sophs Next

Concert Artists Applauded
At Various Recitals Talks

Twenty-six Arts
Students Take
Air Corps Reserve Members Leaving University, I-lonors Courses
Fifteen Freshmen
To Report For Duty In Bangor On February 20 Have
Tutors In
• Fifty Students
Will Leave U of M

MCA Chess Tourney
Starts Next Week

Reading Courses

Marsh Tells TheAmazing Story
Of Walkie-Talkies At Maine

II
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Published Thursdays during the college year by the students of the
University of Maine

Campus Camera —

Average Coed
Has Ten
Pairs Of Shoes

fares for 50 cents. Or a weekly pass
good for as many rides a you care to
take for $1.25....Might as well buy
College Priliubeol Represmeetsve
NEW YORK. N. Y.
420 41/0140•4 4VL
your duds at home. You'll have little
Distributor of
fe•ka0SC5
SAN
•
105lO5
1.011/4111[4.0
•
•
C.CAGO
time to shop. And stores are very
. short-handed, jammed like Christmas.
ail other correspon,
...Be prepared to go money hungry
Address all business correspondence to the Business Manager,building.
Telephone
deuce to the Editordn-Chief. Office on the third door, M.C.A.
for six or seven weeks. Takes the
11) Frances Iliggins
extension St.
rate: 50 cents per column inch.
Subscription: al per year. Advertising
machinery that long to grind out your
the
at
Printed
Maine.
Orono,
office,
post
Entered as second-class matter at the
In a general survey in which twentyfirst paycheck... Two dollars a week
University Press, Orono.
followthe
questioned,
I live coeds were
for laundry and cleaning....Don't
Editor-in-Chief ing result was obtained. The average
WILBERT E. O'NEIL
forget. Your check will be nicked
Manager
Business
coed has four pairs of low-heeled sport
And an5 per cent for retirement
RUSSELL S. BODWELL
shoes, four to five pairs of high-heeled
other 5 per cent for victory tax....
shoes, one to two pairs of evening
And you'll want to put 10 per cent
It is estimated that about 1,000
slippers. Three-fourths of the coeds
9
)
FATHER
exhorting householders to aside for war bonds... So happy budThey're
• students pledged to buy stamps durquestioned own ski boots or other boots
cf
ing the campaign, making the averconvert their spare rooms and un- geting!
used for skiing.
If prizes were given for piffling
age amount of stamps bought by
used attics into quarters for govern- WAR AND THE FACULTY
AVIATION'
Almost half of the coeds are planboners, our Arnsy officials would
each student more than .50 per
ment workers. Over by the Po- The U.S. Office of Education has
receive the biggest and best of them
nionth. This average, it is admit- ning to buy smite sort of spring shoe
tomac, they're tossing together tem- the war toll figures on college faculties
OF RAE unirvERSIIY OF SANTA CLARA,
all. That's the conclusion we have
ted, is better than was at first ex- with high heels when they use their
porary dormitories for government now. It says 8,000 left campuses in
MADE GLIDER RJGHTS AS EARLY AS
arrived at after having witnessed
pected. But, in order to show the first ration coupon. About a quarter
white-collar girls. But you can still the last year for armed services, govFROM
DESCENDED
NE
1905
N
1584
Departweeks
six
wait
War
to
intend
the
girls
the
of
which
in
way
the
government that we are doing our
get a room in reasonably short or- ernment, war industry, or other fields.
TANCE/A MONONA*
A
IN
BALLOON
A
handling
shoes
particular,
is
shoes,
in
still
summer
for
and
been
ment has
part in financing the war, it is
der, thanks to a registry of rooms Faculties shrank by about 5 per
NO LATER IN NE YEAR FELL 10 14IS
the information services to our colnecessary for us to buy more and in non-rationed fabric. Several mennet up for the likes of you.
DEATH IN A ACTOR f1LED PLANE
cent, with numbers of men teachers
first
tioned spectators as a possible
leges and universities.
more stamps.
The registry is in the U. S. Informa- dropping 7.5 per cent. Replace6104
PRINCETON
BEAT
RUTGERS
choice.
as
We don't know of any one man
billed
(formerly
Building
students
tion
Evidence shows that
ments increased the numbers of
IN THE FIRST INTERCOU_EGIATE FOOTFive girls intend to buy sport shoes
who is responsible for the manner
"Mellett's Madhouse") at 1400 Penn- women teachers by 1.3 per cent.
here in college have more rnoney
DALL GAME, PLAYED IN 1869 TI)EY
StUB5CRIBE TO A EILDV•
out
dished
One
loafers.
been
saddles
or
has
like
shoes
first,
news
in which
DONT DEFEAT 114E MERS AC-AIN (Msylvania Avenue, five minutes by
in their pockets and more spending
AT TOKIO /
Stirred by the exodus, some schools
ILL I938, 35 GAMES LATER iN 111EiR
to colleges in recent weeks, but one
steanilined trolley from Union Station. have boosted salaries and retained
money than they have had for girl named saddle shoes as her firbt
BONDS cSTAMPS,
WAR
BUY
SERIES
LONG
'
First
I've
the
thing appears true: that
Make that your first stop in Washing- staff members beyond retirement age.
several years. So why not invest choice and then said, "Oh, and
Service Command in Boston is only
ton.
some of that surplus capital in war already got them." A few coeds said
Close to 100 schools have abolished
a few weeks behind the rest of the
stamps? And don't forget that cor- someone else would get their coupon.,
such non-teaching functions as research
sister
her
let
to
planning
is
coed
One
a
find
country. And uniformed officers its
you
us
help
apill
very
The
registry
are
stamps
sages of war
and supervision of student activities.
this vicinity are the first to testify
room. For men or women, rooms
propriate for the Intramural Ball use her No. 17 ducat as she herself
HISTORY IN CLASS 1-A
shoes.
enough
has
already
With
month.
make
a
to the above statement.
$40
run from $20 to
a week from Friday. Let's
Alexander Meiklejohn, author of
two meals a day, $40 to $60 a
One specific case of bungling
that $600 in January $800 in Febru- THREE PAIRS ENOUGH
"Education Between Two Worlds"
month.
When asked if they thought three
came directly to the attention of the
ary.
and educator with ideas of his own,
By Bob Perry
pairs a year were enough, the answer'
students this week when the Army
THE APARTMENT TRICK
NOTE: If you haven't yet obsides with those uho approve the
Only
"Yes."
unanimously
almost
was
reversed its former decision to call
something
is
countries
an
foreign
apartment
of
Finding
, Many students
tained your stamp album, you may
Army-Navy college training protwo girls definitely said, "No." One of
up the Enlisted Reserve Corps. The
have been attracted by America's fine else again. At 1400 Pennsylvania,
do so at the bookstore.
ornell Offers !educational system. One of these is they'll laughs and say "impossible." grams in these words:
the two thought that four pairs, two
way this news story was handled
"I am not saying that a young man
low-heeled and two high-heeled, would
served only to create a host of
! Hong Goon "Jimmy" Yuen, a resident Actually, you can get an apartment—
get a good education by going
rumors and false statements among
be an ideal number.
of China and now a freshman at IF you're persistent enough and re- will
into the hell of war. I am only saying
No more evening slippers will be
the students. Monday night the
cruit enough early settlers to help.
Maine.
Maine Radio News Service broadmanufactured. Two-tone shoes, inTo assist graduate students in preThe apartment managers will say that, i lie is fit to fight, he will get a
Jimmy was born 21 years ago in
Army Enlisted Reserve men will cluding that old standby, the saddle paring for teaching and research posicast a brief story, issued by the
they
have waiting lists of 300 to bad education by staying out of it."
Wangtung
of
province
Canton, in the
probably remain in college the re- shoe and the spectator, will not be tions in the field of engineering, where in South China. At the age of six he 1,000 names. And they have.
First Service Command, stating
WORK TO BE DONE
that "all students in colleges whose
many additional qualified men are ur- was sent to the public grammar school
The trick is finding an apartment An "urgent" call has come from
mainder of the semester. This an- made.
current semester started before
Colors, except white, black, town gently needed in the war effort, in that city. After this Jimmy entered dweller about to leave town—bound the Civil Sersice Commission for
nouncement apparently came as a
January 27 would remain in college
brown, and army russet, are all elimi- Cornell University is again offering the Municipal High School of Cannon. for the "field," for the Army, for back college women to take federal jobs
Their
students.
blow to many
the remainder of the year." In our
nated under the rationing plan. Only a number of graduate scholarships for
menacing Japan had already seized home, for any place. Then work a as junior engineers at $2,600. Tuiminds had been made up to leave, those now its stock in retail stores will the academic year 1943-44, according A
estimation, that is pretty vague.
Manchuria and young Chinese no deal to slip in as he slips out, giving tion-free, government sponsored 10"don't
a
that
and they had adopted
And it was not surprising
be available. Decorative styles such to information just received.
doubt sass' the need for a good educa- a minimum of trouble to the manage- week training courses, now under
many of us misinterpreted or failed
care" attitude, letting their studies as unnecessary straps, buckles, etc.
ment. Then you're in luck.
way at many colleges, will qualify
Successful candidates will devote a tion.
to interpret that broadcast.
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Rumor Spreaders .

WASHINGTON BOUND?
WASHINGTON — (A C P) —
Horror stories or no, many a collegian
will cock his hat toward ‘Vashington
come job-hunting time its the spring.
If you have the capital bug, you'll
worry about making a modest salary stretch over the nation's highest
high-cost-of-lising. about living with
a million and a half where only half
a million were meant to be.
Here's what hardened Washingtonians cats tell you about Washington
today:

Jimmy Yuen, Chinese Student
Has An Eventful Background

C
Scholarships

Back To Work ...

The Bangor Nursery Flower Shop

Higgins Reviews
Students' Part
In Winning War

War Stamps ...
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koopsters Have Busy Week; Five Bears In B.A.A. Meet
Sezakmen Play
Black Bear Guard Black Bear Skibirds At I.S.U. Meet
Bobcats Tonight;
Bud Ireland Wins Five Firsts To Lead Bates Over Bears
UConns, NI-4 Next
With revenge in their eyes the Bates
Bobcats are setting a net trap for the
Maine Black Bear basketeers tonight
in Lewiston. The Pale Blue quintet
nipped the Garnets in a nip and tuck
court clash here at Orono two week,
ago and after a 38-37 kick by the Colb.
Mules last Saturday night, Bates will
be red-hot ready for the Mainemen.
JOYCE MAY JUMP BACK UP
Coach Sam Sezak expects the critical battle of the state series in the
4
Bobcat den. Jackie Joyce, star Bates
sophomore, will be on the rebound
along with his teammates, for the Pine
Tree State's high-scorer was confined
to a meager 11 points against Colby.
With Gene Hussey given good odds
to see action, the Maine mentor expects to start his regular quintet with
LEON WHITE
Bert Pratt and Lloyd Quint in the
forecourt, Hussey at the pivot position, and Dick McKeen and Windy
Work doing guard duty behind the line.
Saturday night the Maine Bears
renew acquaintances with a University of Connecticut court squad. In
It? Bert Hill
the second game of the current season,
the Pale Blue suffered their second
With four games remaining to be
straight loss at the hands of the Nutplayed on the waxed courts of Memomeggers, 72-55. Connecticut's quintet,
rial Gym, the University of Maine Cub
rated as the best hardwood hoopsters
courtsters today prepared for what will
seen on the New England trip by
probably be the most difficult game on
Coach Sezak, boasts an impressive
their 1943 schedule.
record marred only by losses to the
Coast Guard Academy and Rhode Saturday night, in the preliminary
to the Maine-Connecticut varsity clash,
Island State.
the frosh basketeers meet a strong HeDEAD-EYE DROPO
which recently
The Nutmeggers have even edged bron Academy team
freshmen over the hurYale 50-49 in a surprise show of pol- took the Colby
ished board power. Walt Dropo, dles by more than forty points.
Last Tuesday night the yearlings
Connecticut's star center, tickled the
twine for 25 points against the New suffered their first loss in eight starts
Haven Bulldogs, and the Mainemen when a good Higgins Institute quintet
will be up against "Dead-eye" Dropo found their shooting eyes in the second
half to down the Cubs, 52-45.
this Saturday night.
Saturday night, George W. CrowFor the third basketball attraction
of the week, Maine's varsity hoopsters ther, Cub hoopster coach, expects to
start Danny Danforth and Ken Cosse(Confirmed on Page Pour)
boom at the forward positions. Tom
Garvin will probably be the choice at
the pivot post. Garvin scored twenty
points against M.C.I. last week. The
starting guards will be selected from
Jack Hussey, Mal Tuck, and Hymie
JANUARY 9
Goodwin. Don White and "Bubbles"
Bowdoin 29
Maine 80
Ettinger are also expected to see serJANUARY 12
vice.
Bates 49
Maine 57
Next Monday night, the freshman
JANUARY 30
basketeers meet Kents Hill on the
Bowdoin 36
Maine 54
hardwood. In the last two games of
FEBRUARY 6
the season, the Bear Cubs will play
Bates 37
Colby 38
Coburn and Bangor High.

Court Cubs Play
Hebron Saturday

STATE SERIES

Nk'on Lost
3
0
I
0
2
0
0
2

Team
Maine
Colby
Bates
Bowdoin

•

All Prism proofs must be at
the Modern Studio in Old Town
by 5 p.m. tomorrow, Friday, February 12. This is absolutely the
last day that proofs will be accepted.
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"FLOWERS AND A COCA-COLA Arit
•
...JUST LIKE HOME"
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I
"You always enjoy it when you connect
with a Coke no matter where. There's
something about it that's special. All the
difference between something really ref
freshing and just something to drink. Yes,
indeed. The only thing like Coca-Cola is
Coco-Cola, itself. Bet you've found that
out already."

Po'

BOTTUM UNDER AUTHORITY Of THE COCA-COLA COMPANY SY

BANGOR COCA-COLA BOTTLING PLANT, Inc.

By Bud Hale
Coach Ted Curtis's varsity ski team
left Orono yesterday afternoon for
Hanover, N. H., where they will compete with the seven top college teams
of the United States and Canada for
the National Senior I.S.U. championship. This meet will be one of the
featured events of Dartmouth's famed
winter carnival. The Maine snowmen
earned this trip by winning the I.S.U.
Junior Division cup last year. Other
teams competing in the Hanover meet
include Dartmouth, Harvard, New
Hampshire University, Norwich, University of Vermont, and McGill University of Toronto.
FIVE VETERANS, TWO FINDS
The Maine team is built around five
veterans—Stan Frost, Ray Atwood,
Bill Ellis, Hal Mongovan, and Clarence
Gilman. Sophomores Warren Smith
in the downhill and Dana Bunker in the

jumping are also potential point winners.
With the current transportation problem, Coach Curtis has found the practice situation unfavorable. In past years
the team practiced on Bald Mountain,
below Brewer; but present traveling
conditions make this choice hill out of
the question. Most of the practice
sessions have been confined to the short
icy slope across the Stillwater. Decent snow conditions for the Knights
of the Slippery Boards have been rare;
nevertheless the Maine coach has succeeded in molding a team that is strong
in all events.
BOBCAT TAKES STATE
CHAMPIONSHIP
Last Saturday the Maine team participated in the I.S.U. meet held at
Bates; but, due to their rating in the
senior division, they were given no
team score. Had their points counted,

they would have eked out Vermont for
second place. Bates won the meet with
their ace freshman skier, Bud Ireland,
winning five out of six first places.
Vermont was second, followed by
M.I.T. and Worcester Polytech.
SOPHOMORE SMITH SHINES
However, it was a good experience
for the Black Bears, for some of them
were skiing for the first time in intercollegiate competition. Smith, in his
first college race, earned a berth on
the Dartmouth trip by the splendid
showing he made in the downhill and
slalom. Atwood made a fine allround performance, especially in the
cross country, when he was nosed out
by the Bates star in a close race. Ireland won the jumping, but Maine took
the next four places. Atwood was
second with 139.6 points, followed by
Frost with 137.4, Gilman with 137.2,
and Bunker with 135.8.

BAA Choice

DICK YOULDEN

What Goes On Here

Juventa
By Helen Clifford

Four Fives In
Bear Tracks
'Mural Tourney
I-loop Play-offs

An undefeated junior team leads the
scoring in the winter basketball tourney. This junior team won the 1941
and 1942 basketball tournaments. Team
standing to date is as follows:
TEAM
WON LOST
Juniors
4
0
2
1
Freshmen
Sophomores
1
3
0
3
Seniors
Last week the sophomores gained an
easy victory over the seniors, 28-12.
Ruth Stearns and Peg Stackpole, forwards on the sophomore team, vied
for top scoring honors with ten points
apiece.
On Monday the juniors routed a
stubborn sophomore team by the score
of 19-18. Wooster of the juniors and
Fenderson of the sophomores each
scored eight points.
The following badminton schedule
has been posted on the bulletin board
at the Women's Gym. First round
matches must be played off before the
end of this week. The defending champion, Florence Armstrong, drew A bye
in the first round.
The following matches compose the
completed schedule: J. Ross vs. M.
Wooster. N. Goodspeed vs. M. Page,
R. Troland vs. R. Higgins, Warren
vs. Sayward, G. Le Clerc vs. R. Dudley, N. Gascoigme vs. A. Minott, Peacock vs. M. Peterson, H. Clifford vs.
N. Ekeschane, E. Greenwood VS. N.
Graham, S. Armstrong vs. McNeilus,
P. Smith vs. L. Lewis, Griffee vs. V.
Halsey, D. Hodkins vs. G. Lombard,
E. Tondreau vs. F. Higgins, and Ruth
Stearns vs. bye.
In the first-round play-offs of this
week N. Gascoigne, Peacock, and V.
Halsey won their respective matches.

Bear

By Bob Krause and Franny Murphy

Delta Tau Takes
Northern Title;
Three Tied South
By Norman Foss
Delta Tau Delta has finally battled
its way to the Intramural basketball
Northern League championship by
downing Sigma Alpha Epsilon Monday
night, 28-12. The two teams were in
a tie last week after S.A.E. netted the
Delts in the first meeting.
In the Southern League Lambda Chi
Alpha, Phi Mu Delta, and Phi Gamma
Delta wound up the regular schedule
in a three-way tie.
The team standings:
Northern League
Won Lost
Team
9
Delta Tau Delta
8
2
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
7
2
Sigma Nu
5
3
Dorm A
4
Beta Theta Pi
4
North Hall
7
2
Kappa Sigma
7
2
Phi Eta Kappa
1
7
West Oak
1
7
Theta Chi
Southern League
10
Phi Gamma Delta
9
Phi Mu Delta
2
9
Lambda Chi Alpha
5
5
Cabin Colony
4
5
Alpha Tau Omega
6
4
Dorm B
5
3
Tau Epsilon Phi
5
3
East Oak
3
6
Alpha Gamma Rho
8
2
Phi Kappa Sigma
0
10
Sigma Chi

Aren't we lucky, we didn't try to
pick the winner of that Colby nightmare of last Tuesday night... Our
reputation (?) is saved... We'll be
willing to bet that, although the Colby
students returned to college on February 1, following their long vacation,
the basketball team was back in Waterville a long time before that...No
team could have been as polished as the
Mules were with only a week's practice.
1Vhile Frankie Strup gave an amazing exhibition of set shooting, the backbone of the Mule victory lay in the
floor play of Jaworski, Zecker, and,
particularly, "Lock" Jennings... The
Black Bears sorely missed the work of
Gene Hussey off the backboards...
DiRenzo, Kons, and White played
good ball in a losing cause.
Maine has two state series games remaining, one each with Bates and Colby, both on foreign courts...The
Bears can successfully defend their
state title provided they can take these
two battles and provided Bates stops
Colby ... On the other hand—well,
we'll take you on another merry-goround sometime ... At least we can say
that the Bobcats are definitely the dark
horse as the Army training program
does not effect them.
The freshmen, suffering their first
loss in seven games at the hands of
Higgins, were halted by a superior defense... Ken Cosseboom, frosh ace
who soon leaves for the Army Air
Corps, amassed the amazing total of
twenty-seven points ... One attraction
still left is in the person of "Yo-yo
Ettinger, the "human dribble."
It was with more than a slight touch
(Continued on Page Pow)

SATURDAY
6:45 p.m. Hebron
(frosh basketball)
8:00 p.m. Connecticut
(varsity basketball)
MONDAY
6:45 p.m. Kents Hill
(frosh basketball)
8:00 p.m. New Hampshire
(varsity basketball)

.... There
TONIGHT
8:00 p.m. Bates at Lewiston
(varsity basketball)
SATURDAY
2:00 p.m. B.A.A. Meet at
Boston
(varsity track)
1:30 p.m. Senior I.S.U. Meet
at Hanover
(varsity winter sports)

Frost; Cinder Squad
Has Lost 25 Men
Bt W ill lioulton
The crack frosh track team that
subdued the sophomores into submission last fall has been severely riddled
since the start of the spring semester.
Coach Jenkins has lost twenty-five men
from his squad. Most of his top men
were included in this group that have
left school.
There are absolutely no experienced
hurdlers left, and Abercrombie is the
only remaining sprinter. Wood is the
(Continued on Page Pout)

Maine Trackmen
Run In Hub City
This Week-end
The 1943 edition of the University
of Maine mile relay team will see its
only competition Saturday night running against crack cinder relays on the
board track of the Boston Garden. The
occasion is the annual Boston Athletic
Association Meet.
Coach Chester A. Jenkins is sending
Elmer Folsom, Johnny Radley, John
Stewart, and Dick Youlden to Boston
to carry Pale Blue hopes Saturday
night. Youlden and Radley are experienced hands for they teamed with
Dwight Moody and Fred Kelso on last
year's team.
Al Hutchinson, football star who
steps out in track also, was named as
an alternate by Coach Jenkins this
week if any of the first four cannot
make the trip. Only other Maine entry in the B.A.A. classic will be Red
Leclair, sophomore hurdles star. The
tow-headed timber topper will be entered in the 45 yard high hurdle event
at the Hub city.
Two years ago, with Youlden and
Radley running, the Black Bears won
their race. This year the Pale Blue
relayers stand a good chance to repeat
Following the B.A.A. meet, Maine has
four dual affairs starting with New
Hampshire at Orono a week from Saturday.
Mountaineering courses were a serious part of the summer curriculum at
the University of Colorado. (ACP)
•
Cornell university is co-operating
with the army in experiments with
vaccination to combat influenza.
(ACP)

Winter Sports
'Mural Meet
W.A.A. Field
1:30 Women's 50 yard
snowshoe trials
1:35 Men's 100 yard ski trials
1:40 Women's 50 yard ski
trials
1:50 Men's ski relay trials
2:00 Women's snowshoe dash
finals
2:10 Men's ski dash finals
2:15 Women's ski dash finals
2:20 Men's ski relay finals
2:30 Women's obstacle race
2:40 Men's obstacle race
Ski Slope
3:00 Women's downhill race
3:15 Men's downhill race
3:30 Women's slalom race
3:45 Men's slalom race
4:20 Men's ski jump

YOUR LATEST OUTSTANDING SCREEN IIITS

BANGOR and ORONO
& P Theatres

Facts ... Madison Square Mecca . ... by Will Johns

This week the University of Maine's
1943 Black Bear basketeers head for
the hoops no less than three times.
With top-notch court combines from
New Hampshire and University of
Connecticut offering the opposition at
Orono, Pale Blue fans are in for the
top hardwood attractions on the current schedule.
TAKE A TIP
And with prospects of Memorial
Gym filled till the rafters ring, take
an inside tip and watch for some
fair damsel to pull a dim-out in the
crowds. It may mean a resolution
In cage policy "down east."
The rush hour Bronx Empress
couldn't have been packed any tighter
than the New York University gym
that night ten years ago, when New
York University was battling St.
John's on the waxed court.
NO GO FOR THE FLOOR SHOW
As basketball games go, that cage
clash was offering all the chills and
thrills the fans clamored for, but one
reporter from the New York WorldTelegram wasn't even watching the
floor show. He had failed to penetrate to the press box after a push
that would have made the obstacles in
Northwest Passage seem like a Sunday morning stroll in Central Park.
Not ten feet from him, he saw his
wife faint perpendicularly. She didn't
fall ; there wasn't room for that.
Right then the young reporter decided to do something about it. Ned
Irish was his name, a thin. baldish,
shy, milquetoastish fellow you wouldn't notice even if he had a spotlight
on him. Irish didn't bring his wife

out of the fainting spell, or even out
of the crowd. She revived and survived, still standing up.
THREE CHEERS FOR THE IRISH
But what Irish has done since
that memorable night ten years ago
has sent many others into a
swoon—promoters, co:lege president., basketball coaches. and assorted experts. Ile dribbled the
entire basketball show, which had
masted in the sweatshop basketball
gyms of the greatest city in the
world for a generation, into Madison Square Garden.
Today Madison Square Garden is
the MCCCI of colleg ebasketball—the
indoor Rose Bowl to which universities and colleges from Coast to Coast,
from the South and Southwest. send
their best basketeers to play in intersectional double-headers.
BASKETBALL'S TOWER OF
BABEL
In 1934 the big-wigs of the Garden
told Irish he couldn't even pay the
rent ; it cost between $5,000 and $7,000
just to open the doors. They wouldn't
even talk business with him until he
finally scraped together a bankroll as
big as the Holland Tunnel. Skeptics
told him that his intersectional Garden
double-header idea would torn into a
basketball Tower of Babel—a neverending court wrangle, because of conflicting court styles and rule interpretations that would scare away the customers.
HE "DOOD" IT
They told him all dlr..- things,
manteti that it just couldn't be
done—but Ned Irish did it!

Basketball in Madison Square Gar
den has clicked from the start. Six
teen thousand fans paid to see Irish's
first collegiate basketball double-header on December 29, 1934. Called
"Irish's Folly" at the outset, it was a
sellout even before the doors opened.
I.ast season average attendance at
the Garden's eighteen regular-season
double-headers jumped to a new alltime high-14,913 customers a night.
BIG COLLEGE BASKETBALL
BUNK
Ever since that first night, Irish's
double-headers have been proving
that basketball isn't a big-college
gante; that a tremendous student
body and rolling campus aren't required for a winning college team
in basketball, most democratic of
sports.
Of course, the big colleges are still
featured in the Garden. Washington
State's waxed court specialists are
coming from the other corner of tin
land to play there this winter. \
Notre Dame is still perhaps the lisq
Garden draw of all. But turnstile- ,
spinners also include St. Thomas.
New Mexico Aggies, St, Johns,
and other colleges with enrollments
that look like the remainder of the old
man's salary after he pays this year's
income tax.
FEATURING FOUR UNKNOWN
Last year. Irish's glorification of
the small college reached its peak
when a Isarden douhle-header fea•
stared four colleges that are "on.
knoutt•” in other sports I ong Is
land ts. !littler and ‘St. Frooris t•
''State.
Rhode

OPERA HOUSE
BANGOR
Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
Feb. 11-12-13

"DR.GILLESPIE'S
NEW ASSISTANT"
with
Lionel Barrymore
and Susan Peter,

5TRP 1
\11)
ORONO
& Thurs., Feb. 10-11

"CHINA GIRL"
Gene Tierney,
Geo. Montgomery
News—Travel Talk

Sun., Mon., Tues., Wed.
Feb. 14-15-16-17

"JOURNEY INTO
FEAR"

Fri. & Sat., Feb. 12-13

'SEVEN DAYS LEAVE'
Victor Mature, Lucille Ball

BIJOU

News—Musical—
Passing Parade

RANG011
Thurs. and Fri.
Feb. 11-12

"NORTHWEST
RANGERS"
with
James Craig
and Patricia Dane

Sun. & Mon., Feb. 14-15

"STAND BY FOR
ACTION"
Robert Taylor,
Charles Laughton
Brian Donlevy
Paramount News

Feb. 13-14-15-16
Geo. Brent
and Priscilla Lane
in

"THE SILVER
QUEEN"

Tues., Feb. 16

"ARMY SURGEON"
James Ellison, Jane Wyatt
March of Time—Comedy

flijon and Opera House operate continuously from
1 io t,, 11 o'cks k Matinee
300 t. 5ii l,k
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`i Varsity Basketball -

Communion Service

Norman Mayo Dies Suddenly; Air Corps - Was Prominent Maine Alumnus

(Continued from Page Oise)

Sunday Evening

—

(Continued from Page Three)

will play host to the New Hampshire
will be selected from the deferred
A student communion service in
Wildcats Monday night. The Univerlist are printed below. The list inspecial
of
and
Week
observance
Youth
sity of New Hampshire's basketball
, hides some of those men registered
int- immediate service as well as those Race Relations Sunday, sponsored by
bugs have three winning scores in
nine starts. On the red side of the
i in the deferred status. Most of these the United Christian Youth Moveledger, the Wildcats have entered lossmen have received, or will receive, or- ment, will be held Sunday, Feb. 14., at
Maine alumni and friends were sades to Bates, 46-36, Northeastern, Tufts,
ders, although it is possible that, of the 7:30 p.m. in the reading room of the
Friday
12
February
of
death
sudden
dened this week at the
number, a few will not be called, it M.C.A.
Connecticut. Springfield, and Coast
Effort
failure
War
Movies,
4:15
Norman H. Mayo '09 of heart
Guard Academy. The Durham boys
‘aas explained by Captain Johnson.
superintenElwin
Rev.
VVilson,
L.
6 South Stevens
in Portland, Maine.
dyamited Lowell Textile, 61-49, and
Among the group listed below there dent of the Portland district of Maine
"Spike" Mayo, as he was known to 8:00 Theta Chi Informal
boast wins over M.I.T. and St. Anselm.
are only five seniors and but three jun- Methodist churches, will officiate and
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Vic
many, was managing director of the
GRANITE STATE STARS
iors, the bulk of them being registered lead a meditation on the theme of
Vic
Sigma
Kappa
Phi
of
Division
Hammond
and
Simmons
The Granite State team depends
here as freshmen and sophomores. Youth Week, "Our Oneness in
Delta Tau Delta Vic with
the General Ice Cream Company.
upon a starting five consisting of
Twenty-five freshmen and 24 sopho- Christ."
guests
honored
as
WAACS
Fran Parker and Nick Bograkos at
mores are included.
Mayo was best known for his work
Members of the Wesley Foundation
February 13
the guard posts, tall and husky Frank
in raising money for the new library. Saturday
25 FROSH INCLUDED
the
Fellowship
and
Forum
Universal
6:15 Basketball:
Tatarzuk at jump, and a forward line
As general chairman of the Library
Seniors: Willard P. Varney. Earl Forum as well as M.C.A. members
Frosh vs. Hebron
of Captain Bob Wheeler and Socrates
Campaign, he helped raise $250,000
E. Gooch, Lewis P. Chadwick, Joseph and all interested students are urged
8:00 Varsity vs. Connecticut
Bobotas. Last year Maine's Black
from the alumni of Maine.
Adler, Jr., and Chester D. Cram, Jr. to attend.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Vic
Bears made the fur fly for the WildJuniors: Marshall W. Cutter, ArIn 1942 he was awarded the Alumni
Vic
Sigma
Kappa
Phi
cats twice, winning 56-33 in the first
thur H. Moulton, and William L. HarService Emblem "in recognition of his
February 14 ris.
court clash and posting a 60-37 vicdevoted service to the University and Sunday
11:00 M.C.A. Services—Speaker:
tory down at Durham in the last game
to the Alumni Association."
Sophomores: Earl W. Vickery, Jr.,
Rev. E. L. Wilson
of the 1942 season.
Malcolm Colby, Donald M. Howard,
As an undergraduate, "Spike" was
February 15
Monday
Ralph A. Gould, Jr., John Kenneth
captain of baseball, a Senior Skull,
6:15 Basketball:
McIntosh, Roger W. Bean, Alan C. Ti,im sophomores, Doris Bell and
and a member of Sigma Chi fraterFrosh vs. Kents Hill
55:onoue..Maine9O-oct t
Burgess, Robert W. Turner, Walter Lorraine Davis, will represent the
nity.
8:00 Varsity vs. New Hampshire N. Low, Alan S. Johnson, Donald H. University of Maine today at Bates
Cheery Rooms frorn $1.75
WAS FACULTY MEMBER
16
February
Tuesday
5 minutes from
Grindle, Eugene J. Hoy, Harold B. College in a debate on Indian IndepenFor a short time, he was a member 4:15 Women's Forum,
R. R. station
Moores, Elmer L. Folsom, Earl E. dence. The question is "Resolved:
assistant
as
faculty
University
the
of
BANGOR, MAINE
Balentine Sun Parlor
Ellsworth, Warren G. Smith, Sher- That India should be given complete
he
this
After
engineering.
in civil
February 17
Wednesday
wood F. Gordon, Robert S. Crabtree. independence within ten years after
worked for several construction com- 6:45 a.m. Fellowship Group and
"—But Ican't goon like this forever. 1n due bath
E. Emerson, Edward C. Hall, the war."
Robert
cream
ice
panies until he entered the
Breakfast, M.C.A. Building
Stanley W. Thomas, Norman W. The debate will be held at 3:30 in
the production line' at 6 4.M.
business.
Moulton, Robert A. Hasty, Robert M. the Women's Union, and the Univer•
Norman H. Mayo was always an
sity of Maine will uphold the affirma
Miller.
active alumnus. He served as a memBOWL—
debate.
non-decision
a
be
will
It
tive.
W.
EdBernard
Dubay.
Freshmen:
Having outgrown its office space ocWANTED
—
ber of the Alumni Council for 12 years.
FOR HEALTH
ward M. Commerford, Charles L. Two Bates debaters will come to
since
cupied
the
1922,
for
headquarters
Alumni
the
Informal snapshot. are needed
He was vice-president of
(Continued from Page Ow)
Mason, Philip Harvell, Kenneth S. the University of Maine on Feb. 25 to
two
University of Michigan ROTC is now
Association and past president of
Sandburg's "American Song Bag,"I'm Cosseboom, Jr., Alfred L. Cormier, discuss the labor conscription ques- for the Prism. Girls who have
housed in a former fraternity home
different local alumni associations. He Going Away" and "When a Woman George D. Aiken, Joseph A. Boyer, tion.
pictures that can be used please
(ACP)
was also president of the "M" Club. Blue." Both were arranged by L. Jr.. Fred M. Sherman, Richard T.
leave them with Frances Higgins,
Sowerby.
Mathews, Robert L. Drew, Clyde L. CHICAGO, ILL.—(ACP)—The 460 South Estabrooke hall, beThat the audience enjoyed the per- Braley, Jr., Philip J. Murdock, Jr., The "in-laws" are on the way out as fore next Wednesday.
formance and appreciated the oppor- Hilton D. Lane, Paul J. White, Joseph important marital influences, and martunity to hear these artists was shown C. LaPointe, Roderick J. Cyr. Russell ried couples today feel they are strictby the hearty applause which brought E. Kessoyer, Donald W. Danforth, ly on their own, says a University of
them back for three encore numbers. Robert W. Tomlinson, Harold C. Chicago sociologist.
CORSAGES
'
"Delicioudy Different.
One of these was the "Allelujah" by Leighton, Howard J. Mullins, Leland
Prof. Ernest W. Burgess told a
Acciirding to an ationcement by
for
lovely
Another was the
Mozart.
past
the
in
that
John
ministers
of
Dolan,
P.
group
Lawrence
Jr.,
Buck,
S.
for
James A. Gannett 87% of the fund
Intramural Ball
Strauss waltz, "Tales From the Vien- R. Shurtleff.
couples patterned their marriages after
the construction of the new library has
which left the audience
Woods,"
na
parents.
their
of
those
Feb. 19th
been paid to the University. This fund
swaying with its rhythm.
"But now," he said, "they don't ask
is made up of subscriptions of Maine GIVE LECTURES
Birthstone for February
advice of their parents and the in-laws
alumni, faculty members, and students.
AMETHYST
Students interested in music met
an important
less
and
less
playing
are
Page
from
One)
(Continued
A report on the status of the fund with Mr. and Mrs. Luening from 10:00
"Symbol of True Love"
Hastings
James
role."
Ellen
Mary
Libby,
N.
Lougee,
J.
Mary
shows that 86.1% of the alumni sub- to 12:00 on Tuesday and Wednesday
Treat.
fra House
scriptions have been paid, 94.8% of in Stevens North. They gave a talk Esther
Chi Omega: Ruth Allen, Isabel AnBangor, Me.
I I I 1:.:1,m,,1141 Ss.
Campus RetresentatiVe
the faculty subscribed. 94.2% of the on "Music in War Time" at the music
sel!. Elizabeth Furbish, Jean Mathewstudent body has paid, and 100% has appreciation class on Tuesday afterskis
your
Get
son, Norma McKenney.
been paid by the trustees and friends.
noon as well as a recital and talk in
and accessories for
Delta Delta Delta: Elsie Clark,
Serving on the Library Fund Com- South Estabrooke living room Tues- Doris Ann Dexter, Virginia McIntire,
Winter Carnival at
mittee are: James A. Gannett, '08, of day at 4:30.
Pauline M. Spear, Marilyn D. Tobie,
ZOOT SUITS
secure
to
STATIONERY
able
was
RAKES'S
'16,
University
Herlihy,
The
R.
Edward
Orono; Mrs.
Phi Mu: Dorothy Bell, Genevieve
Bangor
25-27 Central St.
of Bangor; Alton T. Littlefield, '21, these artists through the Association M. Oliver, Mildred Page, Charlotte
Photo Albums
Are Out for the Duration
of Augusta; and Earle R. Webster, of American Colleges which sends Willett.
and
but we still have
speakers and musicians all over the
'27, of Bangor.
Pi Beta Phi: Barbara Ames, Marcountry. They are partially financed garet E. Cousins, Lillian Lewis, Starr
GREETING CARDS
the SMARTEST YOUNG MEN'S SUITS
by the Carnegie Foundation and by the Roberts, Ethel Ann Tarr.
Stationery
Billfolds
in Town
colleges themselves.
Gilts for Servicemen
One object of the appearances, said
engineers
University of Texas food
Don't forget
(Continued from Page Three)
Mr. Luening, is to get an exchange of are working on plans for cooking and
Valentine's Day
By
teachers.
tear
little
different
of
a
through
joy ideas
of pride, and even
drying carrots, according to similar
Bangor
PLUMBING & HEATING
1 KANE'S CUT RATE
181 Exchange St.
that we noted that nearly an entire meeting students and giving recitals processes followed for sweet potatoes.
Banw,r
52 Main St.
31-37 MILL ST. ORONO, MAINE
musical organization offered a recital this can be done more informally than (ACP)
I
•
at the Colby game ...The voice of the by lectures, although formal lectures
are sometimes given.
down-trodden has been heard.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Luening started
Good luck to the ski team at Hanover and the relay team and Red Le- on their musical careers at an early
THE CIGARETTE THAT GIVES
age. Otto Luening was 16 and Mrs.
clair at Boston this week-end.
SMOKERS WHAT THEY WANT
Naturally, we will expect to see all Luening 17. Mr. Luening is a wellwhile
teacher,
and
your shining faces at the Connecticut known conductor
game Saturday night ... The Nutmeg- Mrs. Luening has eppeared in light
gers are in the same class as Rhode and grand opera.
In addition to many other works,
Island State, 'nuff said.
Provided there is enough of that Mr. Luening, who studied composiu!lite stuff lying around, the winter tion and conducting in Germany, has
carnival will be held this Saturday.. written an opera, "Evangeline," using
Due to a lack of this same white stuff, Longfellow's poem as the basis. The
there will be no snow sculpturing... nature of the story, however, prevents
And remember, "Nothing can stop the its being produced at this time. In
order to get a sufficient background for
Army Air Corps."
the opera, Mr. Luening went to Nova
Scotia and to Louisiana to get the
folklore directly.
THE 1,500,000
(Continued from Page Three)
The University of Detroit is preRAILROAD WORKERS
only middle and distance runner On the paring to send its second naval aviaOF AMERICA
squad at present, and Agostinelli and ation squadron to the wars. (ACP) I
Richter will have to do all the pole
all work together. They
The University of California has 519
vaulting.
keep the trains rolling and
In spite of this setback. Coach Jen- books reduced to microfilm. (ACP)
Vk'estminster college is in its ninetikins %%ill try to put together an outfit
see that troops, supplies
that will beat Bangor High on the 20th eth year. (ACP)
and essential traffic get the
of February. What the team lacks in
right of way.
strength they'll make up in spirit.
55110

Headed Campaign
For Library Fund

•

Campus Calendar

Women Debaters
Speak At Bates

Viaikz
qiw BANGOR/,u&

on

Concert Artists -

Sportland Bowling Alley
kono. maim,

•

Library Fund
Nearly Paid

Ice Cream_)

23 Pledgees - -

Brockway's

DONALD PRATT CO.

•

•

•

Bear Tracks - -

PARK'S ,'"trig'INt;

Allan-Lewis Co.

i

Frosh Track - -

Chesterfields
give you a MILDER

For
Diforrbor Forloral Itosorv• 111•rlt

44.

SPECIAL OCCASIONS
WC

our "one of a kind

BETTER TASTE

frocks." We have a dress
to meet every need and
Young men and women will
always find this banking institution interested and helpful in their business progress.
Responsibility is reflected by
a checking account, which is
also a factor in establishing
credit and standing.

The
Merrill
Trust Company
With Irrol re ollicoo In
Cantor. stain•

Mere are two good reasons why
Chesterfield gives smokers everything
they want in a cigarette.
rim Chesterfields are made ofthe world's
best cigarette tobaccos.
mom),Chesterfield blends these choice
tobaccos in the one right combination to
bring out the best smoking qualities of
each tobacco.
That's why Chesterfields deliver
the goods... their MILDNESS and
BETTER TASTE really Satisfy.

budget.
We

carry

Ann

Sutton

exclusively
and

Lyn-

brook frock. as seen in
your latc.t
mpg

PECIALT
hOp
,64:raithe c Amultatc!.
bang''r. Main.

M.,' b., Fod•ral Doporii lorovonso Corp.
Cnryught 1945, Laccoter &

TO111ACCO

